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OfFICE

^ ,ju. ^ folIowinS rePort encompasses a summary oi" assessment work conducted by 
Caldbick Geological Services for Explorers Alliance Inc. on a group of 15 patented 
claims within Delhi Township in the District of Sudbury. The author spent the day dated 
June 24, 2003, on the property investigating the Delhi mineralized zone, collecting grab 
samples and revisiting and sampling sites previously sampled on claim number P*P02? 
immediately west of the zone referred to as the Delhi Pacific mineralized zone Peter 
Colbert and Andrew Mavor retained by Caldbick Geological Services accompanied the 
author. *

Location

The Delhi Pacific mineralized zone is situated within 15 patented claims in north 
central Delhi Township approximately 25 miles due west of the town of Temagami on 
the Southwest shore of Wakimiki Lake and about 50 miles northeast of the town of 
Sudbury. Specifically, the mineralization and development work occurs within the central 
portion of claim TR 4090, now claim number 1242023, where a series of mineralized 
quartz-carbonate veins occur within 3,000 feet S. W. of the S.W Shore of Wakimiki 
Lake.

Topography of the area consists of relatively low relief in the central portion of 
the property consisting of flooded beaver meadows with higher relief on the north and 
south boundaries of the property. Several outcrops occur within these areas comprised of 
Nipissing quartz-diabase and Cobalt sediments of the Gowganda formation.

Geology

The consolidated lithologies on the property are Precambrian in age within the 
Southern Structural province and comprised principally of greywacke of the Gowganda 
formation. The greywacke is described as "distinctly stratified, thinly bedded or 
laminated greywacke" (K.D. Lawton, 1955). Within the northwest portion of the 
property, the greywackes are intruded by a Nipissing quartz-diabase sill and by a later 
post-Huroruan olivine diabase dike. A system of somewhat vuggy quartz-carbonate veins 
with argentiferous galena, minor pyrite, chalcopyrite and erratic native gold occur mainly 
within the Nipissing diabase but also infrequently within the greywackes An 
abbreviated summary by Hibbins, 1973, describes the vein system as being situated 
within and proximal to a sheared and faulted zone striking N60W. The veins which are 
irregular and slightly contorted, occupy fractures within the Nipissing diabase which 
strikes NE to E and dips 30-55 NW and N.
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History of Development

Prior to 1933, 2 adits, one 240 feet in length and the other 50 feet in length and a 
shaft, 30 feet in length, were developed in the central portion of claim TR 4090 although 
the operators are unknown. From 1946 to 1950 some diamond drilling, geological 
mapping, stripping, trenching and test pitting as well as 482 feet of drifting from the adit 
were conducted by Delhi Gold Mines Ltd. In 1951, there was a small amount of surface 
work with an additional 650 feet of drifting and 144 feet of crosscutting. In addition, 
diamond drilling consisting of 10 surface holes totalling 2,599 feet was conducted with 
all work done by New Delhi Mines Ltd. In 1952, F.C. Knight conducted a magnetic 
survey. In 1956 there was some additional surface and underground work as well as 
diamond drilling,

Economic Geology

In 1950, an adit was driven on what was referred to as the Lahay vein. The 
average grade extracted from 299 tons of material from the first 25 feet of drifting was 
0.026 o?., of gold, 1.43 oz. of silver and 2.73Vo lead. Later that year, a 21,692 bulk sample 
extracted from an additional SO feet of the Lahay vein over a width of 4 feet contained 
y.23% lead, Q.18% zinc, 0.25 oz. gold and 5.5 oz. of silver per ton. In all, there are a total 
of 5 veins all parallel and striking N60W and predominantly dipping approximately 35 to 
40 degrees, with the exception of the No. 4 South vein which is dipping at 60 degrees. 
Existing data suggests a reserve calculated in 1951 of 54,000 tons with a recoverable net 
value of S20.25 per ton at 1951 prices. The author is unaware if any subsequent resource 
calculations were undertaken.

Description of Work

Work conducted on the Delhi property on the date of June 24, 2003 consisted of a 
three phase initiative. The first phase consisted of an investigation of the main Delhi adit 
and underground workings with grab samples retrieved from the Lahay vein at the adit 
entrance, samples from the vein splays and surrounding wallrock approximately 35 feet 
within the underground workings and a cursory examination and rough map of the Lahay 
vein system within the first 25 feet of the adit entrance. The second phase consisted of an 
investigation and sampling of what was believed to be the surface expression of the 
Lahay vein approximately 50 feet from the adit entrance at an azimuth of 110/290. The 
third phase of the program consisted of a sampling program approximately 1200 feet due 
east of the Delhi mineralized zone in an area sampled a year earlier. The purpose of this 
initiative was to resolve undetermined questions regarding a nickel anomaly retrieved 
from this area.
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A cursory examination of the Lahay vein at the adit entrance revealed a 2.5 foot vein 
dipping approximately 35 degrees and flattening to approximately 10 degrees NNW, The 
vein is strongly fractured and occupies fractures within what is described as an altered 
sheared Nipissing diabase. A description of the first grab sample, sample 52927, retrieved 
from the vein at the entrance reveals a glassy white quartz vein system with fractures, 
styolites and pods of chlorite often with massive patches of Galena, accessory 
chalcopyrite and minor pyrite. The vein contacts are sharp and somewhat fractured as 
well as slightly sheared. Although there is an abundance of crosscutting joint fractures, 
little faulting was observed with the exception of one crosscutting fracture approximately 
15 feet within the adit entrance which appears to displace the main vein approximately 2 
feet. The surrounding wallrock is light green, medium grained and strongly carbonated 
with minor sericitic alteration.

The second sample, sample 52928, retrieved from approximately 35 feet within 
the drift from the back and walls was extracted from a section where the Lahay vein 
becomes irregular and appears to consist of a series of irregular coalescing veins, quartz- 
infilled tension gashes and pods. Here the vein is vuggy with oxidized staining occurring 
within vuggy fractures. Massive galena occurs along the vein wallrock contacts with 
accessory chalcopyrite and pyrite occurring as massive patches within the quartz vein. 
Occasional aquamarine staining occurs within the quartz which may represent fluorite. 
The altered wallrock possesses disseminated chalcopyrite and pyrite with minor bornite. 
The wallrock is light green to buff and strongly carbonatized with minor hematite. 
Pervasive alteration of the wallrock surrounding the veins tends to obfuscate the protolith 
although wallrock distal to the veins appeared consistent with earlier descriptions of the 
Nipissing diabase. Wholerock analysis would be recommended to determine the actual 
nature of the wallrock.

The third sample, sample 52929, was retrieved from a surface exposure within a 
trench approximately 50 feet on a bearing of 110/290 from the adit entrance. The vein 
system strikes N40W and is believed to be the surface expression of the Lahay vein. The 
samples procured from this site were extracted from a gossan encrusted wallrock 
exposure in contact with a glassy white quartz vein with patches of chlorite and vuggy 
oxidized fractures. Sampling at this site revealed abundant coarse and massive Galena 
generally localized at the vein wallrock contacts. The wallrock is generally dark green 
and predominantly chloritic and carbonatized and readily recognized as an ultramafic 
intrusive consistent with descriptions of the Nipissing diabase.

The third phase of the program followed up on an earlier sampling program 
approximately 1200 feet due east of the Delhi mine workings whereby a sample retrieved 
a year earlier returned a nickel anomaly of approximately 1500 ppm or 1.5^0. This 
sample was described as a greywacke with possible nickel/cobalt arsenides. The sample 
was later determined to be diabasic and speckled with pentlandite. The follow-up 
program was designed to revisit the exact location and resample to determine whether 
this was a singular anomaly or part of a larger system. Three samples were taken along a 
diabase ridge within a 100 meter traverse, in essence, retracing the sample route taken a 
year earlier.
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The first sample, sample 52930, GPS coordinates 548982, 5221160, is fine grained, 
grey-green, and speckled with flakes of muscovite with possible finely disseminated 
pentlandite. The description given for the hand specimens is consistent with a greywacke. 
The second sample, sample 52931, GPS coordinates 548957, 5221221 is described as a 
diabase. The specimens are grey-green, fine to medium grained, slightly carbonatized and 
possess rust brown carbonate on weathered surfaces. The specimens possess a finely 
disseminated silver arsenide described as pentlandite. The third sample, sample 52932, 
GPS coordinates 548914, 5221320 was obtained from the sample location where sample 
number seven was retrieved a year earlier. The third sample is also described as a fine to 
medium grained grey-green diabase slightly altered with carbonate and chlorite and 
speckled with finely disseminated pentlandite.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The site visit to the Delhi Pacific workings and subsequent sampling program was 
considered to be a successful .follow-up to the recommendations suggested in a report 
outlined by the author on a previous visit a year earlier. The objectives of sampling across 
the sediment diabase contact were met with sampling further focussed on an area with an 
intriguing nickel anomaly. From observations based upon resampling 1200 feet east of 
the Delhi mineralized zone, it would appear that the diabase from two separate sample 
locations possesses finely disseminated pentlandite although conclusions regarding the 
extent and nature of the mineralization would be premature. It is thus recommended that 
further work be conducted over a longer time frame to accurately investigate and assess 
this locality should assay results return encouraging values.

It is further recommended to spend considerably more time investigating the 
structure and geometry of the Delhi vein system with a broadened geochemical 
assessment that would encompass investigation into the possibility of nickel arsenides 
and platinum group elements. To accomplish this, an intensive stripping program and 
clearing of surrounding overgrowth of vegetation would be required in order to 
accurately assess these disparate mineralized zones. Finally, should results from both 
Delhi and the sample location 1200 feet east of Delhi prove encouraging, it would be 
recommended to obtain surface grab samples between the two sites at regular sample 
intervals in order to investigate any possible correlation between the two existing sites.
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Certificate of Qualification

l. I am a consulting geologist under contract to Explorers Alliance Inc.

2. I am a graduate of the University of Toronto, Toronto Ontario with a B. S.C. 
degree in geology obtained in 1983 and an Environmental Assessment Certificate 
from Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, obtained in 1994.

3. I am a member of the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada.

4. l have been practising my profession since graduation.

5. This report and the conclusions and recommendations made, are based upon the 
examination of all available data and a visit to the site.

6.1 have not received, nor do I expect to receive, any interest, directly or indirectly in 
Explorers Alliance inc.
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Swastika Laboratories Ltd
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Geochemical Analysis Certificate
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We hereby certify the following Geochemical Analysis of 8 Rock samples 
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Swastika Laboratories Ltd
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Geochemical Analysis Certificate
Company:
Project:
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Date: JUL-07-03

We hereby certify the following Geochemical Analysis of 8 Rock samples 
submitted JUN-27-03 by .
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ONTMUO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 
Recording Date: 
Approval Date:

Client(s):

303065

Survey Type(s):

W0370.01072 

2003-JUN-30 

2003-SEP-04

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED

Work Done from: 2003-MAR-26

to: 2003-JUN-24

EXPLORERS ALLIANCE CORPORATION/ SOCIETE EXPLORERS ALLI

ASSAY PROSP

Work Report Details:

Claim* Perform

S 1242022 SO

S 1242023 81,442

S 1,442

External Credits:

Reserve:

Perform 
Approve Applied

SO S400

S 1,442 S400

S1 ,442 5800

SO

S642 Reserve of Work

S642 Total Remaining

Applied 
Approve

S400

S400

S800

Assign

SO

S400

S400

Assign 
Approve Reserve

0 SO

400 S642

S400 S642

Reserve 
Approve Due Date

SO 2004-JUN-28

S642 2005-JUN-28

S642

Reportft W0370.01072

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2003-SEP-04

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

EXPLORERS ALLIANCE CORPORATION/ SOCIETE
EXPLORERS ALLI
56 TEMPERANCE STREET, 3RD FLOOR
TORONTO, ONTARIO
M5H 3V5 CANADA

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.25885 
Transaction Number(s): W0370.01072

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

The revisions outlined in the Notice dated July 21, 2003 have been corrected. Accordingly, assessment work 
credit has been approved as outlined on the Declaration of Assessment Work Form that accompanied this 
submission.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact STEVEN BENETEAU by email at 
steve.beneteau@ndm.gov.on.ca or by phone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours Sincerely,

Roy Denomme
Acting Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Gc: Resident Geologist

Explorers Alliance Corporation/ Societe 
Explorers Alii 
(Claim Holder)
Lionel Joseph Bonhomme 
(Agent)

Assessment File Library

Explorers Alliance Corporation/ Societe 
Explorers Alii 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:18628
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